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ABSTRACT
In this study, a framework is developed to perform two-stage stochastic programming in a district energy system. This framework optimizes the sizing of energy components to minimize the total cost and operating CO₂ emissions. Uncertainties in electricity demand, solar irradiance, wind speed, and electricity emissions are considered. A group of buildings at University of Utah is used as the case study to test the optimization framework. This study is novel by forming an open-source framework, considering electricity emissions with more details compared to previous studies in the literature, and performing the optimization for a campus in the U.S. This study’s results show the trade-off between cost and emissions when different energy configurations are used for three electricity purchasing cases. This framework can help facility managers to evaluate the optimum sizing of their district energy system to minimize the cost and emissions.

NOMENCLATURE
CAPᵢ A vector that holds the maximum capacity of energy components (kW)
DES District energy system
EGEF Electricity generation emission factor
EIA Energy Information Administration
ICᵢ A vector that holds the investment cost per capacity ($/kW) of energy components (i)

INTRODUCTION
The most significant driver of climate change globally is the increase in greenhouse gas emissions caused by human activities.
The increase in greenhouse gas emissions has catastrophic effects on human health, the ecosystem, and society [3]. As a result, countries, cities, and campuses have developed emission mitigation policies to reduce emissions caused by human activities.

One of the emission reduction plans by the United Nations Environment Programme is using a district energy system (DES) connected to renewables [4]. DESs can reduce emissions compared to purchasing power from the grid by using renewable energy sources and reducing the waste energy during transmission and distribution in the grid [5].

DESs are versatile in their applications and ability to connect different renewable sources. DESs can provide heating, cooling, and/or electricity needs for buildings, neighborhoods, and campuses. They can be connected to different energy components to generate heating and/or electricity in a centralized location and distribute them to buildings. A DES can be connected to a solar photovoltaic (PV) system or a wind turbine for electricity generation. Due to the intermittent nature of electricity generation from renewable sources, energy storage systems also can be utilized in DESs to store excess generated electricity from renewables.

The objective of DESs can be the minimization of cost and emissions, maximization of resiliency, providing backup power, and/or reaching 100% renewables goals. Cost is a critical optimization objective of DESs as it justifies the profitability and feasibility of a project [6]. Emissions are also an essential optimization objective due to campuses’ and cities’ present emission mitigation goals. Given the various DES objectives, decision-makers can use multi-objective optimization to study the trade-off between the total cost and emissions by generating a Pareto-front.

Many studies neglected the changes in solar irradiance, wind speed, electricity demands of buildings, and electricity emissions over the lifespan of DESs. However, the electricity consumption of buildings may change in the future. For instance, the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) predicted that the cooling and electricity demands of commercial buildings would reduce by 31% and 10% from 2021 to 2050 in the U.S. [7]. Also, electricity emissions from the grid may change over the years. For example, University of Utah developed a climate action plan to reduce its emissions and be carbon neutral by 2050 [8]. This plan aims to purchase electricity from more renewable sources over the years. This plan can change the campus emissions associated with purchasing electricity from the grid in the future. Therefore, weather intermittency, changes in electricity, and changes in electricity emissions can happen over the lifespan of DESs and should be considered in the design of DESs.

Stochastic programming (SP) is an approach to optimize problems that involve uncertainties [9]. Two-stage SP has been used to optimize the design of DESs under uncertainties [10]. Two-stage SP splits decision variables into two groups. The first group of decision variables are related to the design of DESs and are made before realizing uncertainties, which means uncertainties do not affect the design parameters. Stage one decision variables are the sizing of energy components in a DES. Once the uncertainties are realized, further operational adjustments can be made through stage two decision variables [11]. Stage two decision variables in a DES are the operation planning of energy components. These two stages of decision variables should be optimized to result in optimum designs/sizings of the DES.

Two research groups have performed a multi-objective two-stage SP of sizing of energy components (e.g., solar PV, wind turbines, and batteries) in DESs connected to renewables to minimize the cost and emissions considering uncertainties. Mavromatidis et al. ( [10], [12], [13], and [14]) used the CPLEX solver to optimize design of DESs in Switzerland under a wide range of variable inputs. Wang et al. ( [15], [16], and [17]) used the Gurobi solver to optimize the design of DESs in China under uncertain building energy demands, energy carrier prices, and solar radiation. There are three gaps in stochastic optimization of the sizing of energy components sizing in DESs connected to renewables under uncertainties by these two research groups:

1. Emissions uncertainties are neglected by Wang et al., and emission uncertainties are considered using a uniform probability distribution by Mavromatidis et al.
2. An open-source framework that can help future researchers modify the characteristics (e.g., capacities, efficiencies, investment cost, operation & maintenance (O&M) cost) of energy components or test a different case study is not available.
3. The location of case studies that performed stochastic multi-objective optimization of DESs are limited to China and Switzerland.

In this study, we develop a framework to perform a two-stage SP for DESs. This framework optimizes the sizing of energy components to minimize the total cost (investment, O&M, and operating cost) and operating CO2 emissions. Uncertainties in electricity demand, solar irradiance, wind speed, and electricity CO2 emissions are considered in the framework. This study is novel by forming an open-source framework, considering electricity CO2 emissions with more details compared to Mavromatidis et al. and Wang et al. studies, and performing the optimization for a DES in the U.S.

**METHOD**

In this method section, system description, uncertainty analysis, mathematical statements, and two-stage SP are covered.

**System Description**

The proposed DES is shown in Figure 1. Four buildings at the University of Utah are selected to represent the demand side of the DES. Three buildings are class-office space, and one building
is a physical fitness space. The usable floor areas of the three buildings are between 50,000 to 75,000 ft$^2$, and the usable floor area of one building is over 100,000 ft$^2$.

Solar PV, wind turbines, and the grid supply the electricity demand of the DES. Electricity generation from the solar PV system and wind turbines is first used for the buildings’ electricity demand. Batteries are utilized to store the excess electricity generated from the solar PV system and wind turbines when the buildings’ electricity demands are lower than the electricity generation from the on-site renewable sources. The stored electricity in the batteries is used when the buildings’ electricity demand is higher than the electricity generation from the on-site renewable sources.

Uncertainty Analysis

We used a similar process to perform uncertainty analysis as Mavromatidis et al. ([10], [12], [13], and [14]) and Wang et al. ([16]) to consider the design of DESs under uncertainties. Compared to Mavromatidis et al. and Wang et al.’s studies, we have one additional step, “Filling the data gaps”, as we used meter data that may include suspect and missing values. Also, we included the wind speed and electricity emissions in addition to electricity demand and solar irradiance in the representative days (the output of the scenario reduction step).

The uncertainty analysis consists of four steps in this study: (1) filling the data gaps, (2) scenario generation, (3) scenario reduction, and (4) preservation of important scenarios, which is shown with more details in Figure 2.

(1) Filling the data gaps: Electricity and cooling demands are from real buildings at the University of Utah. These meter data can contain suspect (i.e., negative or extremely high consumption values) or missing data. We followed a simplified processing method for meter data analysis [18] to identify the suspect and missing data and fill electricity and cooling demand gaps in this study. The data are processed to ensure there are no gaps greater than one week in the meter data. In this method, the data gaps smaller than twenty-four hours are estimated by linear interpolation of data over that day. The gaps greater than one day and smaller than one week are filled by linear interpolation of the equivalent day of week and time of the day before and after the gap.

(2) Scenario generation: Scenarios for (a) electricity demand, (b) solar irradiance and wind speed, and (c) electricity CO$_2$ emissions are generated based on projections on their values over the lifespan of the DES.

(a) Electricity demand scenarios: EIA predicted that electricity and cooling demands per square feet of an individual commercial building decrease linearly from 2020 to 2050 by 9% and 31% [7]. Linear changes in the total electricity can be represented as a uniform distribution. As the total electricity decreases from 2020 to 2050, this uniform distribution’s maximum value is in 2020, and its minimum value is in 2050.

Discrete approximation of continuous probability distribution function is used to select three points from different probability distribution functions in the literature ([10], [16], and [19]). For discrete approximation of a standard uniform distribution, Miller et al. [19] suggested parameter values of 0.11, 0.5, and 0.88 with probabilities of 0.28, 0.44, and 0.28. Hence, three points are generated for each hour of the base year to represent electricity demand scenarios.

(b) Solar irradiance and wind speed scenarios: Solar irradiance and wind speed data in Salt Lake City (University of Utah’s location) from 1998 to 2019 are available from the National Solar Radiation Database (NSRDB) [20]. Salt Lake City’s solar irradiance and wind speed data from NSRDB are used to form probability distribution functions for the base year. Therefore, 8760 (number of hours in a year) probability distribution functions are generated for solar irradiance and wind speed, separately. Similar to scenario generation for electricity, the discrete approximation of the continuous probability distribution function is used. Three points are generated for each hour in the base year for solar irradiance and wind speed, separately, using the discrete approximation of probability distribution functions ([10], [16], and [19]).

(c) Electricity CO$_2$ emissions scenarios: To consider the
changes in electricity $CO_2$ emissions over the years, quantification of emissions associated with electricity generation in the grid is necessary. An emission factor can be used to quantify the emissions related to electricity generation. An emission factor connects the quantity of an emitted pollutant with an activity related to the release of that pollutant [21]. An electricity generation emission factor (EGEF) calculates the emissions released per unit of electricity generation (kg emissions/MWh generated).

We consider two types of uncertainties in the EGEF in this study:

First, uncertainties associated with $CO_2$ EGEF values due to variability in fossil fuel sources’ emissions to generate electricity are considered. An uncertainty analysis method is used from a previous paper submitted for publication by the authors [22] to consider uncertainties due to variability in emissions of fossil fuel sources to generate electricity. In this method, Utah’s EGEF is quantified using a weighted sum of the fossil fuel emissions for Utah’s fuel mix. Fossil fuel emissions vary due to changes in fossil fuel emissions across different regions, sectors, and types of combustion devices. The discrete approximation of the continuous probability distribution function is used to generate three points from the probability distribution function of EGEF for each hour of the base year ([10], [16], and [19]).

Second, uncertainties are present due to the University of Utah’s strategic plans to purchase more renewable sources from the grid over the years and go carbon neutral by 2050 [8]. Three cases of power purchasing are considered in this study to assess uncertainties in electricity $CO_2$ emissions over the years at the University of Utah:

1. The University of Utah uses 100% grid electricity.
2. The University of Utah uses a mix of 29% grid electricity and 71% renewables. This case is considered because the University of Utah agreed to a new 25-year solar energy contract. It is expected to deliver power by mid-2022 [23], which results in purchasing 71% of the University of Utah’s electricity from renewable sources.
3. The University of Utah goes carbon neutral, and 100% of its electricity is purchased from renewable sources.

(3) Scenario reduction: Electricity demand, solar irradiance, wind speed, and EGEF data are available in 2019 for the DES’s location. Electricity demand data is from energy meters at the University of Utah, actual values of solar irradiance and wind speed data are from NSRDB [20], and EGEF values are from the U.S. EIA [24]. After scenario generation, eighty-one year-equivalents of synthetic data of electricity demand, solar irradiance, wind speed, and EGEF are generated. Eighty-one comes from $3^4 = 81$, as three data points from the discrete approximation of continuous probability distribution are generated for the four uncertain inputs (i.e., electricity demand, solar irradiance, wind speed, and EGEF) in the base year.

Eighty-one year-equivalents of synthetic data that contains 365 days and 24 hours of electricity demand, solar irradiance, wind speed, and EGEF are available. Using and optimizing this data is computationally expensive and almost infeasible. Therefore, a scenario reduction technique is necessary to reduce the number of scenarios and neglect similar scenarios.

As each day contains twenty-four hours of four parameters (i.e., electricity demand, solar irradiance, wind speed, and electricity $CO_2$ emissions data), 96 features are needed to represent each day ($24 \times 4 = 96$) in this study. With 96 features for each day, feature extraction is performed to characterize the variation of each parameter by using a selected number of features ([10] and [16]).

Principal components analysis has been used as a feature extraction technique before scenario reduction techniques in the literature ([25] and [26]). Therefore, we use principal components analysis and extract eighteen features to represent each day in the scenario reduction section. The explained variance that measures the fit of a regression [27] is used as a metric to choose the number of features. Eighteen features are selected to preserve 99.5% of the explained variance within the original data.

We choose the k-medoid clustering algorithm to reduce the number of scenarios in this study. K-medoid clustering algorithm has been used in the literature to reduce the number of scenarios in the design of DESs under uncertainties ([10] and [15]). K-medoid algorithm partitions the scenarios into k groups or clusters so that scenarios within a cluster are similar to each other and dissimilar to scenarios in the other clusters [28]. The representative scenario—or in our study, the representative day—is the most centrally located day in each cluster [28].

The shortcoming of the k-medoid clustering algorithm is that the user must define the number of clusters. The Elbow method has been used to find the optimum number of clusters when the k-medoid clustering algorithm is used in the literature ([29], [30], and [31]). The Elbow method uses inertia to indicate the performance of the clustering algorithm [32]. Inertia is the sum of distances of samples to their closest cluster center. Figure 3 shows the inertia versus the number of clusters. An elbow point, a point where a drastic change is in the inertia value, and there is no significant change in the inertia of the next point [33], is shown in Figure 3. Therefore, using the elbow method to find the optimum number of clusters, we use 9 clusters in the k-medoid algorithm.

(4) Preservation of extreme scenarios: After employing the k-medoid algorithm for nine clusters, nine representative days that are the most centrally located day in each cluster are selected. Each representative day consists of twenty-four hours of electricity demand, solar irradiance, wind speed, and EGEF. As these representative days are the most central day of each cluster, extreme electricity day is neglected by the k-medoid algorithm. One additional day to represent extreme electricity day is added, which results in ten representative days. We used the method described in [10] and [34] to generate the extreme electricity scenario. In
FIGURE 3: Inertia, the sum of distances of samples to their closest cluster center, verses the number of clusters. Elbow point is shown to find the optimum number of clusters in the k-medoid algorithm.

This method, electricity unmet hours are limited to 35 hours per year (0.04% of the year) for 99% of the scenarios.

Each representative day is the most centrally located day in each cluster. The occurrence probability of each representative day depends on the number of days that belong to that cluster. Thus, each representative day is assigned a probability equal to the sum of probabilities of days in that cluster.

**Mathematical Statements**

The capital cost of the three energy components is quantified in Equation 1, where \( CAP_i \) is a vector of length three (number of energy components) that holds the maximum capacity of energy components. \( IC_i \) is a vector of length three that holds the investment cost per capacity ($/kW) of energy components. \( IC_i \) values are shown in Table 1. The lifespan of the DES is assumed as twenty years in this study. The lifespan is assumed as twenty years because solar PV and wind turbines’ lifespans, shown in Table 1, are at least twenty years. Batteries’ lifespan is ten years, and their substitution after ten years is considered in the capital cost to guarantee the DES operates efficiently for twenty years.

\[
\text{Capital Cost} = \sum_{i=1}^{3} CAP_i \times IC_i
\]  

The total operating cost over the life span of a DES is quantified in Equation 2. \( Prob_r \) is a vector of length ten that holds the normalized occurrence probabilities of ten representative days, where the sum of the vector is one. Each representative day is the most central day of a cluster, where some days with similar characteristics belong to that cluster. The occurrence probability of each representative day is quantified by calculating the sum of probabilities of the days that belong to each cluster in the k-medoid clustering algorithm.

\[
\text{Total Operating Cost} = \sum_{r=1}^{10} Prob_r \times \sum_{h=1}^{24} OPC_{r,h}
\]  

\( OPC_{r,h} \) for each hour of the representative days is quantified in Equation 3 by getting the variable operating cost of the grid. The variable cost of the solar PV, wind turbines, and batteries are assumed zero in this study (36 and 41). \( OPC_{r,h} \) is a matrix that holds the hourly operation energy of batteries and the grid (kWh) for each representative day. The operating energy for batteries is the stored energy in them, and is purchased electricity for the grid. Electricity price is the projected average rate of electricity from University of Utah utility rates and bill collection disbursement [43].

\[
OPC_{r,h} = \text{Electricity price} \times OP_{grid,r,h}
\]  

The operating cost of the solar PV, wind turbines, and batteries is quantified using their fixed O&M cost per energy unit per year, their capacities, and the DES’s lifespan, shown in Equation 4. \( O&M \) fixed, is a vector of length three that holds the fixed O&M cost per energy unit per year ($/kW-year) of the three energy components, shown in Table 1. LS is the lifespan of the DES, which is assumed as twenty years.

\[
\text{O&M fixed cost} = \sum_{i=1}^{3} O&M \text{ fixed,} \times CAP_i \times LS
\]  

The first objective is minimizing the sum of capital cost (Equation
1), total operating cost over the life span of the DES (Equation 2), and fixed O&M cost (Equation 4), which is shown in Equation 5.

$$\text{Min } f_1(X) = \text{Min} \left( \text{Capital Cost} + \text{Total Operating Cost} + \text{O&M fixed cost} \right)$$

The second objective is minimizing the total operating CO$_2$ emissions over the life span of the DES, which is shown in Equation 6. The embodied emissions of the DES are neglected due to current limitations in quantifying life cycle emissions of large scale systems [44].

$$\text{Min } f_2(X) = \text{Min} \left( \text{Total Operating Emissions} \right)$$

$$= \text{Min} \sum_{r=1}^{10} \text{Prob}_r \times \sum_{h=1}^{24} \text{OPE}_{r,h}$$

$\text{OPE}_{r,h}$ is a matrix with ten rows (number of representative days) and twenty-four columns (twenty-four hours in each representative day) that holds the operating CO$_2$ emissions of the DES for each hour in the representative days. $\text{OPE}_{r,h}$ can be quantified using Equation 7, which uses EGEF to quantify the operating CO$_2$ emissions from the grid.

$$\text{OPE}_{r,h} = \text{EGEF} \times \text{OP}_{\text{grid},r,h}$$

### Two-Stage Stochastic Programming

In this study, two-stage SP is used to optimize the sizing of the energy components considering uncertainties in the electricity demand, solar irradiance, wind speed, and EGEF in the DES.

Six steps are taken to perform two-stage SP. The diagram of these six steps is shown in Figure 4.

1. The decision variables in the first stage are solar PV arrays area, swept area (representing the capacity of wind turbines), and batteries’ capacity. The sizing of these three energy components is initialized in the first stage.
2. The multi-objective optimization of the sizing of the energy components is performed in the first stage. An evolutionary algorithm, non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) [45] is used by employing the Platypus library in Python [46] to perform the optimization in the first stage. The computation that is performed in the optimization process is time-consuming for two-stage SP. Distributing the computation among processing cores (i.e., parallelization) and parallel troubleshooting tools (like [47] and [48]) increase the performance of the optimization process.
3. Uncertainties in the four uncertain inputs (i.e., electricity demand, solar irradiance, wind speed, and electricity CO$_2$ emissions) are revealed. This study uses the ten representative days to demonstrate the uncertainties in the four uncertain inputs.
4. The decision variables in the second stage are the hourly energy operation of the grid and batteries in each representative day. The operations of energy components are optimized for each of the ten representative days to minimize the operating cost while the electricity demand of the buildings is satisfied. The single-objective operation optimization of the energy components for each representative day is performed using the CPLEX solver in the Pyomo Python library (149) to optimize the operation planning in the second stage.
5. The total cost (Equation 5) and operating CO$_2$ emissions (Equation 6) are quantified for the initialized sizing of energy components in Step 1.
6. Steps 1–5 are iterated until the optimum sizing to minimize the total cost and operating CO$_2$ emissions are achieved using the NSGA-II algorithm, and a Pareto-front is generated.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the results from the two-stage SP optimization of the sizing of energy components to minimize the total cost and operating CO$_2$ emissions considering uncertainties are presented.

Three scenarios of purchasing electricity are considered, shown in Table 2, where values in the table are averaged annually. These three cases consider scenarios from purchasing electricity entirely from the grid to purchasing electricity entirely from renewable sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Electricity from renewables</th>
<th>Electricity from the grid</th>
<th>EGEF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Figure 5, the trade-off between the total cost and operating CO$_2$ emissions is shown for the three cases when 50 scenarios are generated for each case. Each scenario represents a different combination of sizing of solar PV systems, wind turbines, and batteries. For Case 1 and Case 2, the 50 generated scenarios can give decision-makers different combinations of cost and emissions trade-offs associated with different sizing of the three energy components. For Case 3, the Pareto-front consists of one scenario, shown as a single point in the figure.

In Figure 5, the cost of scenarios in Case 1 is from $6.3 to $9.1 million. The CO$_2$ emissions of scenarios are from 397 to 516 million kg. In Case 1, scenarios in Part A, where the cost of forty-two scenarios increases from $6.3 to $7.5 million, their CO$_2$ emissions decrease from 516.5 to 402.8 million kg. But for scenarios beyond $7.5 million, which are named Part B in the figure, the additional investment does not result in the same emission reduction.

In Figure 5, the cost of scenarios in Case 2 is from $6.3 million to $8.0 million. The CO$_2$ emissions are from 146 to 179 million kg. The CO$_2$ emissions of scenarios are from 397 to 516 million kg. In Case 2, scenarios in Part C, where the cost of forty-seven scenarios increases from $6.3 to $7.5 million, their CO$_2$ emissions decrease from 178.7 to 146.6 million kg. But for scenarios beyond $7.5 million, which are named Part D in the figure, the additional investment does not result in the same emission reduction.

In Figure 5, an additional cost investment in Part A and Part C scenarios results in a higher reduction in CO$_2$ emissions compared to the same cost investment in Part B and Part D scenarios. Therefore, Part A and Part C scenarios are more likely to be selected compared to Part B and Part D scenarios.

The range of emissions due to using different combinations of on-site renewables and batteries is 119 million kg in Case 1 and 33 million kg CO$_2$ in Case 2. The average emission reduction from Case 1 to Case 2 is approximately 294 million kg CO$_2$, and from Case 1 to Case 3 is approximately 414 million kg CO$_2$. These values indicate that the emission reduction from Case 1 to Case 2/case 3 is higher than the maximum emission reduction in each case. Therefore, using electricity purchasing cases (i.e., Case 1–3), which are purchasing off-site renewable sources, results in higher emission reduction compared to using on-site renewables in this case study.

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the optimum sizing of solar PV, wind turbines, and batteries for 50 scenarios to minimize the total cost and operating CO$_2$ emissions for Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. Vertical coordinates in these figures show the range of solar PV array area ($m^2$) of the PV system, swept area ($m^2$) that represent the sizing of the wind turbines, the capacity of batteries (kW), and their related total cost and emissions. Both figures show that in scenarios with larger solar array areas and swept areas (i.e., using more on-site renewable sources), the emissions are lower, and the cost is higher compared to the average cost and emissions over all of the scenarios in each case.

In Figure 6, the range of solar area of the PV system is from 6.8 to 7538.8 m$^2$ (the maximum available rooftop area of the four buildings to install the solar PV systems). All of the scenarios have used a solar PV system. Higher values of the solar array area are related to higher cost and lower emissions, as expected. This figure shows that the easiest way to reduce emissions in Case 1 is by using more solar PV.

In Figure 6, thirty-one scenarios do not use wind turbines (0 swept area). A wind turbine is mostly selected in scenarios related to high cost and low emissions. The total cost of the ten
scenarios with a swept area of less than 100 $m^2$ is lower than $7.5$ million. These ten scenarios belong to Part A in Figure 5. The nine scenarios’ total cost with the swept area of higher than 100 $m^2$ is from $7.5$ to $9$ million. These nine scenarios belong to Part B in Figure 5.

We discussed earlier that Part A scenarios are more likely to be selected than Part B scenarios. Therefore, scenarios with low swept areas (values less than 100 $m^2$) are more likely to be selected than scenarios with high swept areas (values more than 100 $m^2$) in Case 1.

The wind speed is low in the case study’s location, where the average value is 1.5 m/s in 2019, using the actual data from NSRDB [20]. The cut-in speed, the speed when the wind turbine starts generating power, is from 2.6 to 4 m/s on average [50]. Due to the present difference between cut-in speed and wind speed in the case study’s location, the swept area of zero (not using wind turbines in the DES) is used in most scenarios in Case 1.

Forty scenarios do not use batteries (0 battery capacity). The ten scenarios that use batteries use large solar PV array areas and wind turbines. Also, the cost of these ten scenarios is higher than $7.4$ million, and they belong to Part B in Figure 5. Thus, it is unlikely that a decision-maker would select these scenarios.

In Figure 7, the range of solar area of the PV system is from 192.1 $m^2$ to 7430.7 $m^2$. All of the scenarios have used a solar PV system. Higher values of the solar array area are related to higher cost and lower emissions, as expected. This figure shows that the easiest way to reduce emissions in Case 2, similar to Case 1, is by using more solar PV.

In Figure 7, thirty-seven scenarios do not use wind turbines (0 swept area). A wind turbine is mostly selected in scenarios related to high cost and low emissions. The total cost of the remaining thirteen scenarios is from $6.6$ to $8.0$ million, and the scenarios mostly belong to Part C in Figure 5.

As discussed earlier, there is a difference between the cut-in speed (i.e., 2.6 to 4 m/s) and the average wind speed in the case study’s location (i.e., 1.5 m/s). Due to the present difference, the swept area of zero (not using wind turbines in the DES) is used in most scenarios in Case 2.

Forty-seven scenarios do not use batteries (0 battery capacity). The three scenarios that use batteries use large solar PV array areas and small wind turbines. The cost of these three scenarios is higher than $7.7$ million, and they belong to Part D in Figure 5. Therefore, it is less likely that a decision-maker select these scenarios.

The detailed results of the sizing of energy components, total cost, and operating $CO_2$ emissions for all of the 50 scenarios in Case 1, 2, and 3, along with the open-source code, are available in a public repository [51].

**CONCLUSION**

In this paper, a framework is developed to perform two-stage stochastic programming in a district energy system. In this framework, the sizing of energy components is optimized to minimize the total cost and operating $CO_2$ emissions considering uncertainties. This study’s results show the trade-off between cost and $CO_2$ emissions when different energy configurations and capacities are used for three different electricity purchasing cases.

The results show that the University of Utah is better to purchase off-site renewables compared to installing on-site renewables to reduce $CO_2$ emissions. If the University of Utah wants to install on-site renewables, using the solar photovoltaic system is the easiest way to reduce emissions. Wind turbines are selected in scenarios related to high cost and low emissions due to the low average wind speed in the case study’s location. Batteries are selected in scenarios that high on-site renewables are present. Each electricity purchasing case demonstrates some scenarios that are more likely to be selected by a decision-maker. In these scenarios, a larger emission reduction can be achieved with the same increment in the cost compared to other scenarios.

Considering the case study’s circumstances, the University of Utah, some scenarios are more plausible than other scenarios. Second, the current purchasing electricity case of the University of Utah is closer to using a mix of 29% grid electricity and 71% off-site renewable sources. This mix of electricity is due to a new 25-year solar energy contract, which is expected to deliver power to the University of Utah by mid-2022 [23]. Third, among the scenarios in this electricity purchasing case, scenarios with a cost of less than $7.5$ million are more likely to be selected. In these scenarios, larger emission reductions are achieved with the same increment in the cost compared to other scenarios. Fourth, at the University of Utah, the space to install wind turbines is inadequate. Therefore, using large solar photovoltaic array areas without wind...
turbines is the best possible option for this case study due to the available rooftop area for solar photovoltaic installation at the University of Utah.

This framework can help with the multi-objective optimization of campus-level decisions. The framework considers various energy components and the uncertainties in electricity demand, solar irradiance, wind speed, and electricity emissions. This open-source framework [51] provides the opportunity to edit the decision space. Thus, a user can change the case study’s location and edit the characteristics (e.g., capacities, efficiencies, investment cost, or O&M cost) of energy components according to their own needs.
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